Lockbox Capabilities
Streamlined workflows. Tangible results. Miles ahead of the competition.
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Improve Lockbox Effectiveness
Increase revenue potential and make lockbox services more efficient with
A2iA DocumentReader and A2iA CheckReader. Proven around the Globe to deliver the
most advanced capabilities that increase your access to critical, revenue driving data
and deliver an ROI visible to the bottom line.
Quickly and easily extract full columns of data and all fields on checks. Provide
more access to complex data on documents like invoices, remittance coupons, and
payment stubs, with A2iA DocumentReader’s semi-automated recognition capabilities
and quickly locate and extract full columns of alpha-, numeric, and alpha-numeric
information. Keep data confidential by reducing manual document handling and
virtually eliminate manual keying, cut processing costs, allow for real-time
validation and minimize fraud.

All the Data You Need - Quickly Captured and
In a Searchable, Usable Format
Quickly Locate & Extract All Data
•
•
•
•

Semi-automated data extraction allows the operator to “point and click”
to capture full columns of data, whether the information is alpha, numeric,
or a combination.
Allow for on-the-spot verification and validation prior to sending it to
the workflow.
Automatically locate and extract all fields from checks and payments,
regardless of whether written in cursive handwriting or machine print.
Facilitate the automatic reconciliation of payments and associated
invoices or stubs.

High-Level, Advanced Classification Based on Layout & Content
•
•

•

Proven to speed access to information, A2iA DocumentReader delivers
powerful capabilities to incoming workflows.
Automatically route documents and incoming workflows based on both
layout and content, utilizing A2iA’s unique holistic, transaction-level
methodology. Each document is analyzed individually, as well as in relation
to the others: a subject-matter is determined based on layout and content
and then routed to the appropriate department or workflow.
Eliminate the risk of human-error and increase processing speeds,
regardless of volume or document complexity.

Reduce Costs and Manual Keying
Increase access to critical, revenue driving data. Seamlessly incorporated into lockbox
solutions, A2iA DocumentReader automates processes and allow users to quickly
locate, recognize and classify even the most complex data.
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